The "time-evolution K-operator" (or "relative Hamiltonian vector field") in mechanics is a powerful tool which can be geometrically defined as a vector field along the Legendre map. It has been extensively used by several authors for studying the structure and properties of the dynamical systems (mainly the non-regular ones), such as the relation between the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms, constraints, and higher-order mechanics.
Introduction
The so-called time-evolution K-operator in mechanics (also known by some authors as the relative Hamiltonian vector field) is a tool which has mainly been developed in order to study the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms for singular mechanical systems and their equivalence. It was first introduced in a non-intrinsic way in [3] as an "evolution operator" to connect both formalisms, as a refinement of the technique used in [34] . This operator was later defined geometrically in two different but equivalent ways [9] , [24] for autonomous dynamical systems, and in [8] for the non-autonomous case. In [24] , a further different geometric construction is given, using a canonical map introduced by Tulczyjew [47] .
The following is a summary of relevant results obtained using this operator:
• The equivalence between the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms is proved by means of this operator in the following way: there is a bijection between the sets of solutions of Euler-Lagrange equations and Hamilton equations, even though the dimensions of the final constraint submanifold in both formalisms are not the same, in general (see [3] , [25] ).
• The complete classification of constraints is achieved. All the Lagrangian constraints can be obtained from the Hamiltonian ones using the K-operator in the following way: at each level of the Lagrangian constraint algorithm, every Lagrangian constraint which is projectable by the Legendre map is associated with a Hamiltonian one of the preceding level of the Hamiltonian constraint algorithm, which is first-class with respect to the primary constraints, whereas the non-projectable Lagrangian constraints are associated with the second-class Hamiltonian ones (see [3] ).
• Noether's theorem is proved and the relation between the generators of gauge and "rigid" symmetries in the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms is studied. Thus, each Lagrangian Noether infinitessimal symmetry can be obtained from a Hamiltonian generator of symmetries, which is a conserved quantity (see [21] , [22] , [26] , [28] , [29] , [32] ).
• This operator has been applied to study Lagrangian systems whose Legendre map has generic singularities; that is, it degenerates on a hypersurface (see [43] , [44] ).
Most of these results have also been generalized for higher-order Lagrangian systems [10] , [27] , [30] , [31] , and for the case of more general types of singular differential equations on manifolds (implicit systems of equations) [25] . Finally, although a covariant description of this operator was not available, it has also been used to study several characteristics of some physical models in field theory, namely the bosonic string [1] , [2] , [26] .
Our aim is to generalize the definition, properties and some of the applications of this operator for field theories (specifically, the non-regular ones) in order to describe the relationship between the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms. In particular, in this first work we will study how to obtain the solutions of Lagrangian and Hamiltonian field equations by means of this operator, and the relation between them, while the applications concerning constraints and symmetries will be the subject of further research.
We follow the procedure outlined in [24] and [8] , which is based on the concept of section along a map [42] , of which this operator is a particular case. The properties of these sections and their applications in mechanics have been extensively analyzed in different situations [6] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [36] , [41] . Our standpoint is the multisymplectic jet bundle formulation of Lagrangian and Hamiltonian field theories. The essential geometric objects to be dealt with are transversal distributions in the corresponding bundles, which we study from three equivalent points of view: connections, jet fields and (classes of) transversal multivector fields. The first two are extensively used in the standard bibliography (see, for instance, [46] ), while the third is introduced as a more convenient algebraic tool for certain applications. Furthermore, each formulation has particular characteristics which make easier to prove the results of the work.
The organization of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we review first the definition and the main properties of the evolution operator K for autonomous mechanics. Secondly, we state the main characteristics of multivector fields and their relation with jet fields and connections in jet bundles. Then we review the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian multisymplectic formalisms of field theories. Section 3 is devoted to a study of the concept and properties of multivector fields, jet fields and connections along maps, in the context of the jet bundle description of field theories. Next, the extended and restricted covariant field operators are defined in three equivalent ways, and their existence and non-uniqueness is proved. Finally, in Section 4, some properties of these operators are studied; namely, how they can be used to obtain the solutions of the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian field equations both for regular and singular theories (on the submanifolds where they exist), and hence the equivalence between the solutions of field equations in the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms are obtained in a straightforward way.
Throughout this paper π: E → M will be a fiber bundle (dim M = m, dim E = N + m), where M is an oriented manifold with volume form ω ∈ Ω m (M ). π 1 : J 1 E → E is the jet bundle of local sections of π, andπ 1 = π • π 1 : J 1 E −→ M gives another fiber bundle structure. (x α , y A , v A α ) will denote natural local systems of coordinates in J 1 E, adapted to the bundle E → M (α = 1, . . . , m; A = 1, . . . , N ), and such that ω = dx 1 ∧ . . . ∧ dx m ≡ d m x. Manifolds are real, paracompact, connected and C ∞ . Maps are C ∞ . Sum over crossed repeated indices is understood.
Preliminary considerations
2.1 The evolution operator K in (autonomous) mechanics (See [24] for details).
Let σ: F → B be a fiber bundle, and Φ: A → B a differentiable map (we assume that Φ(A) is a submanifold of B). A section along Φ is a map T : A → F such that σ • T = Φ. So we have Contractions between tensor fields along maps are defined in a natural way. In this paper we will only use the following: if T ∈ T k m (A, Φ) and
Let (TQ, Ω L , E L ) be a Lagrangian system, FL: TQ → T * Q the Legendre map, Ω ∈ Ω 2 (T * Q) the canonical form, and the canonical projections π Q : T * Q → Q, τ T * Q : TT * Q → T * Q.
The evolution operator K associated with the Lagrangian system (TQ, Ω L , E L ) is a map K: TQ −→ TT * Q satisfying the following conditions:
The existence and uniqueness of this operator can be proved, and its local expression (using natural coordinates in TQ and T * Q) is
so we have the diagram
The main properties of this operator are the following:
of X L if, and only if, it is an integral curve of K; that is, relation (1) holds.
As a direct consequence of this fact, the relation between K and X L is
In general, if the dynamical system is not regular, Euler-Lagrange vector fields exist only on a submanifold S ֒→ TQ.
• If there exists a Hamilton-Dirac vector field X H ∈ X(T * Q) associated with the Lagrangian system (TQ, Ω L , E L ) (that is, a vector field solution of the Hamilton-Dirac equations in the Hamiltonian formalism), then ψ: Ê → T * Q is an integral curve of X H if, and only if,
So we have the diagram
As a consequence, the relation between K and X H is
In general, if the dynamical system is not regular, Hamilton-Dirac vector fields exist only on a submanifold P ֒→ T * Q.
•
Relations (1), (2), (3) and (4) show how the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian descriptions can be unified by means of the evolution operator K.
Multivector fields, jet fields and connections in jet bundles
(See [17] and [18] for the proofs and other details of the following assertions).
Let E be a n-dimensional differentiable manifold. Sections of Λ m (TE) are called multivector fields in E, or more precisely, m-vector fields in E (they are contravariant skew-symmetric tensors of order m in E). We will denote by X m (E) the set of m-vector fields in E. Y ∈ X m (E) is said to be locally decomposable if, for every p ∈ E, there exists an open neighbourhood U p ⊂ E and
Contraction of multivector fields and tensor fields in E is the usual one.
We can define the following equivalence relation: if Y, Y ′ ∈ X m (E) are non-vanishing m-vector fields, and
Equivalence classes will be denoted by {Y } U . There is a oneto-one correspondence between the set of m-dimensional orientable distributions D in TE and the set of the equivalence classes {Y } E of non-vanishing, locally decomposable m-vector fields in E.
If Y ∈ X m (E) is non-vanishing and locally decomposable, the distribution associated with the
then so is every m-vector field in its equivalence class {Y }, and all of them have the same integral manifolds. Moreover, the Frobenius' theorem allows us to say that a non-vanishing and locally decomposable m-vector field is integrable if, and only if, it is involutive. 
where σ M denotes the natural projection and f ∈ C ∞ (E) is a non-vanishing function (observe that we are really characterizing the entire class {Y } of integrable m-vector fields).
From the above comments we conclude that classes of locally decomposable and π-transverse m-
m (E) are in one-to-one correspondence with orientable Ehresmann connection forms ∇ in π: E → M (orientable in the sense that their associated horizontal distribution is orientable), and hence with orientable jet fields Ψ: 46] . Observe that this correspondence is characterized by the fact that the horizontal subbundle associated with Ψ (and ∇) coincides with D(Y ). Furthermore, the orientable jet field Ψ (and the connection form ∇) is integrable if, and only if, so is Y , for every Y ∈ {Y }.
Next we are going to make explicit the above correspondence. Given the bundle π: E → M , denote by {Λ m TE} the projective bundle associated with Λ m TE. Let ρ E : Λ m TE → {Λ m TE} and {σ E }: {Λ m TE} → E be the natural projections, and denote by {Λ m TE} y the fiber at y ∈ E. We can define a map Υ E :
as follows: for everyȳ ∈ J 1 E withȳ 
Otherwise, if {Y } ∈ D m TE, there exists a unique connection form ∇ such that {Y } is the image in D m TE of its horizontal distribution. Let
be the map that associates to every element of D m TE the corresponding connection form (observe that, given a horizontal distribution H ⊂ TE, there is a unique map ∇:
Like Υ E , the map Υ ′ E is injective, and hence it is bijective onto its image, which is just the set of Ehresmann connections in π: E → M .
Definition 1
The jet field Ψ , its associated connection form ∇ inπ 1 : J 1 E → M , and their associated class {X} are said to be:
If X ∈ {X} is a representative of this class, then it is a semi-holonomic m-vector field, and the above condition leads to
Holonomic if they are integrable and their integral sections
Then, it can be proved that the class {X}, and its associated jet field Ψ and connection form ∇ are holonomic if, and only if, they are integrable and semi-holonomic.
In a natural chart in J 1 E, the local expressions of these elements are
where f ∈ C ∞ (J 1 E) is an arbitrary non-vanishing function. A representative of the class {X} can be selected by the condition i(X)(π 1 * ω) = 1, which leads to f = 1 in the above local expression. We will adopt this particular choice in the sequel. Now, if these elements are integrable, and
) is an integral section, then the components of ϕ are solution of the system of partial differential equations
If these elements are semi-holonomic, their local expressions are the same as in (9) with F A α = v A α . In addition, if they are integrable, as their integral sections are holonomic, given a section
is an integral section iff the components of φ are solution of the second-order system of partial differential equations
(See [17] and [18] for details).
Lagrangian formalism for classical field theories
(See, for instance, [4] , [17] , [18] , [23] , [40] , [45] , [46] , for details).
A classical field theory is described by its configuration fiber bundle π: E → M ; and a Lagrangian density which is aπ 1 -semibasic m-form on J 1 E. A Lagrangian density is usually written as L = £π 1 * ω, where £ ∈ C ∞ (J 1 E ) is the Lagrangian function associated with L and ω. The Poincaré-Cartan m and (m + 1)-forms associated with the Lagrangian density L are defined using the vertical endomorphism V of the bundle
Then a Lagrangian system is a couple (J 1 E, Ω L ). We will say that the Lagrangian system is regular if Ω L is 1-nondegenerate. In a natural chart in J 1 E we have
; and the regularity condition is equivalent to det
We must point out that, in field theories, the notion of regularity is not uniquely defined (for other approaches see, for instance, [5] , [15] , [16] , [37] , [38] , [39] ).
The Lagrangian problem associated with a Lagrangian system (J 1 E, Ω L ) consists in finding sections φ ∈ Γ(M, E) (Γ(M, E) denotes the set of sections of π), which are characterized by the condition
In natural coordinates, if φ(x) = (x α , φ A (x)), this condition is equivalent to demanding that φ satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equations
The problem of finding these sections can be formulated equivalently as follows: finding a distribution D of T(J 1 E) such that it is integrable (that is, involutive), m-dimensional,π 1 -transverse, and the integral manifolds of D are the sections solution of the above equations. This is equivalent to stating that the sections solution of the Lagrangian problem are the integral sections of a class
Taking into account the equivalence between classes of non-vanishing, locally decomposable and π 1 -transverse m-vector fields with orientable jet fields and connections, we can also state the above problem in two additional equivalent ways: finding a holonomic connection ∇ L inπ 1 :
(where the contraction of jet fields with differential forms is defined in [17] ). Semi-holonomic locally decomposable m-vector fields, jet fields and connections which are solution of these equations are called Euler-Lagrange m-vector fields, jet fields and connections for (
Their local expressions are (9) with F A α = v A α , and where the coefficients G A αν are related by the system of linear equations
∂φ A ∂x α , and hence the coefficients G B αν must satisfy equations (10) . As a consequence, the system (12) is equivalent to the Euler-Lagrange equations (11) for the section φ.
is a regular Lagrangian system, then the existence of classes of Euler-Lagrange m-vector fields for L (or what is equivalent, Euler-Lagrange jet fields or connections) is assured, and in a local system of coordinates, these m-vector fields depend on N (m 2 − 1) arbitrary functions. For singular Lagrangian systems, the existence of Euler-Lagrange m-vector fields is not assured except perhaps on some submanifold S ֒→ J 1 E, and the number of arbitrary functions on which they depend is not the same as in the regular case, since it depends on the dimension of S and the rank of the Hessian matrix of £. Furthermore, locally decomposable andπ 1 -transverse m-vector fields, solutions of the field equations can exist (in general, on some submanifold of J 1 E), but none of them being semi-holonomic (at any point of this submanifold). As in the regular case, although Euler-Lagrange m-vector fields exist on some submanifold S, their integrability is not assured except perhaps on another smaller submanifold I ֒→ S such that the integral sections are contained in I.
Hamiltonian formalism for classical field theories
(See, for instance, [7] , [19] , [20] , [23] , [33] , [35] , [40] for details).
For the Hamiltonian formalism of field theories, the choice of a multimomentum phase space or multimomentum bundle is not unique. In this work we take:
is the bundle of m-forms on E vanishing by the action of two π-vertical vector fields (sometimes it is called the extended multimomentum bundle), and Λ m 0 T * E ≡ π * Λ m T * M . We have the natural projections
Given a system of coordinates adapted to the bundle π: E → M , we can construct natural coordinates in J 1 * E and Mπ, which will be denoted as (
is a Lagrangian system, we introduce the extended Legendre map associated with L, FL: J 1 E → Mπ, in the following way:
( FL can also be defined as the "first order vertical Taylor approximation to £" [7] ). Hence, using the natural projection µ: 
is a closed submanifold of J 1 * E (we will denote the natural imbedding by  0 : P ֒→ J 1 * E), FL is a submersion onto its image, and for everyȳ ∈ J 1 E, the fibres FL −1 (FL(ȳ)) are connected submanifolds of J 1 E.
In order to construct a Hamiltonian system associated with (J 1 E, Ω L ), first, recall that the multicotangent bundle Λ m T * E is endowed with canonical forms: Θ ∈ Ω m (Λ m T * E) and the multisymplectic form 
Observe that FL * Θ = Θ L , and
is a hyper-regular Lagrangian system, thenP := FL(J 1 E) is a 1-codimensional imbedded submanifold of Mπ (we will denote the natural imbedding by 0 :P ֒→ Mπ), which is transverse to the projection µ, and is diffeomorphic to J 1 * E. This diffeomorphism is µ −1 , when µ is restricted toP, and also coincides with the map h := FL • FL −1 , when it is restricted onto its image (which is justP). This map h is called a Hamiltonian section, and can be used to construct the Hamilton-Cartan m and (m + 1) forms of J 1 * E by making
and the couple (J 1 * E, Ω h ) is said to be the Hamiltonian system associated with the hyper-regular Lagrangian system (J 1 E, Ω L ). Locally, the Hamiltonian section h is specified by the local Hamil-
H). Then we have the local expressions
The Hamiltonian problem associated with the Hamiltonian system (J 1 * E, Ω h ) consists in finding sections ψ ∈ Γ(M, J 1 * E), which are characterized by the condition
this condition leads to the so-called HamiltonDe Donder-Weyl equations
The problem of finding these sections can be formulated equivalently as follows: finding a distribution D of T(J 1 * E) such that D is integrable (that is, involutive), m-dimensional,τ 1 -transverse, and its integral manifolds are the sections solution of the above equations. This is equivalent to stating that the sections solution of the Hamiltonian problem are the integral sections of a class of
As in the Lagrangian formalism, we can also state the above problem in two additional equivalent ways: finding an orientable connection ∇ H inτ 1 : Their local expressions in natural coordinates are
where f ∈ C ∞ (J 1 * E) is a non-vanishing function, and the coefficients F A α , G η Aα are related by the system of linear equations
which are the Hamilton-De Donder-Weyl equations for ψ. As above, a representative of the class {X} can be selected by the condition i(X)(τ 1 * ω) = 1, which leads to f = 1.
The existence of classes of HDW m-vector fields, jet fields and connections is assured, and in a local system of coordinates they depend on N (m 2 − 1) arbitrary functions.
In an analogous way, if (J 1 E, Ω L ) is an almost-regular Lagrangian system, the submanifold  0 : P ֒→ J 1 * E, is a fiber bundle over E (and M ). The corresponding projections will be denoted by
In this case the µ-transverse submanifoldP ֒→ Mπ is diffeomorphic to P. This diffeomorphism is denotedμ:P → P, and it is just the restriction of the projection µ toP. Then, takingh :
0 , (where FL 0 and FL 0 are the restriction maps of FL and FL ontoP and P, respectively), we define the Hamilton-Cartan forms Θ
) is the Hamiltonian system associated with the almost-regular Lagrangian system (J 1 E, Ω L ), and we have the following diagram
The Hamiltonian problem associated with the Hamiltonian system (J 1 * E, P, Ω 0 h ) is stated as in the regular case, and the sections ψ o ∈ Γ(M, P) solution of the Hamiltonian problem are the integral sections of a class of integrable andτ 1 0 -transverse m-vector fields {X Ho } ⊂ X m (P) satisfying that i(XH o )Ω 0 h = 0 , for every X Ho ∈ {X Ho } As above, this is equivalent to finding an orientable connection ∇ Ho inτ 1 0 : P → M such that
or an orientable jet field Ψ Ho : P → J 1 P, such that
Now, not even the existence of these Hamilton-De Donder-Weyl m-vector fields, jet fields and connections for (J 1 * E, P, Ω 0 h ) is assured, and an algorithmic procedure in order to obtain a submanifold P of P where such m-vector fields, jet fields and connections exist, can be outlined. Of course, in general, the solution is not unique, but the number of arbitrary functions is not the same as above (it depends on the dimension of P ).
3 The field operators
Sections along the Legendre maps in field theories
First remark that for multivector fields along maps the terminology introduced in Section 2.2 will be applied in a natural way. Thus, for instance:
• If X is a m-vector field along Φ, it is locally decomposable if, for every p ∈ A, there exists an open neighbourhood U p ⊂ A, and X 1 , . . . , X m , vector fields along Φ, such that X = Up X 1 ∧ . . . ∧ X m .
• If X , X ′ are non-vanishing multivector fields along Φ, and U ⊆ A is a connected open set, then X ∼
Now, let π: E → M be the configuration fiber bundle of a Lagrangian system (J 1 E, Ω L ). The case we will consider consists in taking A ≡ J 1 E, B = Mπ, and Φ = FL. 3. An Ehresmann connection form along FL is a map∇: that∇ is a (1,1) -tensor field along FL).
, and
So we have the diagrams
In the same way as classes of locally decomposable and transverse m-vector fields in a fiber bundle are associated with orientable jet fields and connections [18] , we have an analogous result in the current situation. In fact: ( Proof ) Bearing in mind (7), in the current situation we have the diagram
(where the natural projectionτ ⊗ T(τ 1 • µ) is defined in a similar way to τ ⊗ Tπ 1 in (8)). The local expression of a representative of the class {X } of non-vanishing, locally decomposable and (τ 1 • µ)-transverse m-vector fields along FL, and its associated jet field Y X and connection form ∇ X along FL arẽ
Now, let {X } be a class of non-vanishing, locally decomposable and (τ 1 • µ)-transverse mvector fields along FL, let Y X : J 1 E → J 1 Mπ be its associated jet field along FL, and ∇ X : J 1 E → (τ 1 • µ) * T * M ⊗ Mπ TMπ its associated Ehresmann connection form along FL. Then bearing in mind the commutativity of the diagram (15) (see also (18) below), and the relations among these elements, we have
TMπ is a representative of the class {X }, introducing
we have that
from the above equality we obtain
Definition 3 Y X , its equivalent ∇ X , and their associated class {X } are said to be semi-holonomic if
IfX ∈ {X } is a representative of this class, then the above condition leads tõ
andX is a semi-holonomic m-vector field along FL.
In this case, we have completed the diagram (15) as follows
In order to obtain the corresponding local expressions, consider natural charts of adapted coordinates (x α , y A , v A α ) and (x α , y A , p α A , p), in J 1 E and Mπ respectively, and the induced chart
Mπ is a representative of y, thenψ(x) = y, and
Now we can construct the section τ 1 •ψ: M → E, which is a representative of the pointȳ ∈ J 1 E, such thatȳ
On the other hand, recall that the map j 1 τ 1 is defined by j 1 τ 1 (ỹ) := [j 1 (τ 1 •ψ)](x), for every sectionψ. Therefore, since j 1 τ 1 (ỹ) =ȳ, we conclude that
As a consequence, ifỸ is a jet field along FL, the condition of being semi-holonomic is locally equivalent to demanding that
Now, the generalization of the integrability conditions (1) and (5) to the current situation leads to the following:
Definition 4 LetX be a non-vanishing and locally decomposable m-vector field along FL. A section ϕ: M → J 1 E is said to be an integral section ofX if
where
) is a non-vanishing function.X is said to be integrable if it admits integral sections. Thus, we have the diagram
X is said to be holonomic if its integral sections are holonomic, that is, ϕ = j 1 φ for some section φ: M → E.
Observe that we are characterizing the integrability of the entire class {X }. Note also that this definition of integral section is equivalent to stating that the image of the sectionφ = FL • ϕ: M → Λ m TMπ is an integral submanifold of the distribution D(X ); that is, Tφ (x) (Imφ) = [D(X )] ϕ(x) , for every x ∈ M . Finally, it is important to remark that, if a m-vector field along FL is not integrable everywhere in J 1 E, it could be integrable on a submanifold I ֒→ J 1 E (see the comment at the end of Section 2.3).
Remark: Of course, a class {X } of m-vector fields along FL is integrable (resp. holonomic) if, and only if, its associated jet field Y X and connection∇ along FL are also.
In addition, the class {X } and its associated jet fieldỸ and connection∇ are holonomic if, and only if, they are integrable and semi-holonomic (see the proof for multivector fields, jet fields and connections in jet bundles in [18] ).
In a system of natural coordinates, if ϕ(x) = (x α , ϕ A (x), ϕ A α (x)) is an integral section ofX (see (16) for its local expression), then the following system of partial differential equations holds
In particular, if ϕ is holonomic and ϕ = j 1 φ with φ(x) = (x α , φ A (x)), then ϕ A ≡ φ A , and ϕ A α = ∂φ A ∂x α . Therefore the above system is second order.
As a final remark, we define the contraction of jet fields along FL with differential forms along FL, as a natural extension of the same operation between jet fields and differential forms in a jet bundle. Thus, letỸ be a jet field along FL, then to every Z ∈ X(M) we can associate a vector fieldZ along FL, which is given byZ (ȳ) := (T x ψ)(Z x ) for everyȳ ∈ J 1 E, withȳ
This map is extended by zero to forms of degree k < m, and it is a C ∞ (M )-linear and alternate on Z 1 , . . . , Z m andX 1 , . . . ,X p .
Remark: Observe that contracting a form Ξ along FL with a jet fieldỸ along FL is equivalent to contracting Ξ with a (suitable) representative of the class {X } of m-vector fields along FL associated withỸ.
As is evident, all the definitions and results in this section can also be stated in a similar way for m-vector fields X along the restricted Legendre map FL, and orientable jet fields Y and connection forms ∇ along FL.
The extended field operators
Let (J 1 E, Ω L ) be a Lagrangian system. Then:
Definition 6
1. An extended m-vector field operatorK associated with 2. An extended jet field operator Y K associated with 
3. An extended connection operator ∇ K associated with 
which, in its turn, implies the (τ 1 • µ)-transversality condition.
Theorem 2 A class of extended m-vector field operatorsK is associated with an extended jet field operator Y K and an extended connection operator ∇ K , and conversely.
( Proof ) It follows from Theorem 1. The only point to be proved is the equivalence between the field equation conditions, which follows after a simple calculation in coordinates, using the local expressions (16) . ( Proof ) First we analyze the local existence, and then their global extension.
On the other hand, from condition 1, X y is a locally decomposable and (τ 1 •µ)-transverse m-vector at y, hence
In this way we can writẽ
Now, the semi-holonomy condition implies that f A α = v A α .
Next, taking into account (13), we have that
and then, from the field equation condition we obtain
Finally, if we apply the normalization condition (21), we can choose F = 1. In this way we have obtained, for this representative, the local expressioñ
So,K is determined by the N m 2 coefficients g η Aα , which are related by the first group of N independent equations (22) . Therefore, there are N (m 2 − 1) arbitrary functions.
These results allow us to assure the local existence of classes of extended m-vector field operators K satisfying the desired conditions. The corresponding global solutions are then obtained using a partition of unity subordinated to a covering of J 1 E made of local natural charts {U i }. Then, letK i be the field operator in the corresponding open set U i . As every local class {K i } is associated with a local Ehresmann connection form ∇ Ki along FL (by Theorem 2), and the convex combination of connection forms gives a connection form, ∇ K = g i ∇ Ki is a (global) Ehresmann connection form along FL which is associated with the corresponding class. The class {K} associated with ∇ K is the global solution. In an analogous way, taking into account the affine structure of the fibers of J 1 Mπ, it is meaningful to construct convex combinations of sections Y Ki , so we can define a global jet field Y K := g i Y Ki along FL associated with the class {K}.
These elements satisfy the conditions of Definition 6. In particular:
• The classes {K} are made of non-vanishing, locally decomposable and (τ 1 • µ)-transverse m-vector fields along FL, since they are associated with orientable jet fields and connections along FL.
• The field equation condition holds for everyK, because it holds for everyK i , andK is a linear combinationK = f iK i . As a consequence, the equivalent field equation conditions hold for ∇ K and Y K .
• The semi-holonomy ofK is proved starting from the semi-holonomy ofK i , and using that {K} is associated with Y K := g i Y Ki , which is semi-holonomic because so are Y Ki .
Remarks:
• Observe that the existence of these extended field operators does not depend on the regularity of the Lagrangian system.
• The classK (and hence the associated Y K and ∇ K ) is integrable if Definition 4 holds for it. Observe that, ifK, and hence the associated Y K and ∇ K are integrable, they are holonomic, since they are semi-holonomic.
Among the multiplicity of extended field operators, we will mainly be interested in those which are integrable, and hence holonomic.
∂φ A ∂x α , and from (20) and (22) we obtain that φ must be a solution of the following system
which are just the Euler-Lagrange equations for φ (see Theorem 5 for a precise statement of this comment).
In general, we know there is no way of assuring that this system is integrable in J 1 E (even in the hyper-regular case). In the most favourable cases, a submanifold I ֒→ J 1 E could exist such that there are (classes of) integrable m-vector field operatorsK on I wich are tangent to I. As a consequence, the above system is integrable on I and the corresponding integral sections solution are in I. (See also [18] and [19] for a discussion of the integrability of multivector fields).
1. For everyK ∈ {K}, and K = Λ m Tµ •K, we have that
and, on the other hand, for everyK ∈ {K}, and K = Λ m Tµ •K, we have:
Conversely, if the last relation holds, then the first one is true for some non-vanishing function g ∈ C ∞ (J 1 E).
3. It is a straighforward consequence of all the above results.
The coordinate expressions of these elements are
• FL with the same relation as above for the coefficients g η Aα . Of course, the normalization condition
allows to take F = 1, and selects a representative on each class {K} of restricted field operators. This impliesτ 1 -transversality condition for K.
Remark: In the particular case M ≡ Ê, the expressions (22), (23) and (24) lead to the local expressions of the extended and restricted K-operators of time-dependent mechanical systems given in [8] .
4 Properties of the field operators
The Lagrangian equations
Next we study the properties of the field operators in relation to the Lagrangian equations. As we have stated three different but equivalent approaches to the concept of field operator (namely jet fields, Ehresmann connection forms or classes of m-vector fields along the Legendre maps), we use the most suitable in each case, in order to make the proofs easier.
The result (in mechanics) that we want to generalize is relation (2) (on a submanifold S ֒→ TQ). Thus, we have the following relation between the field operators and the solutions of the Lagrangian field equations (Euler-Lagrange jet fields, multivector fields and connections):
Let Y K be an extended jet field operator associated with
Conversely, given an Euler-Lagrange jet field (27) defines an extended jet field operator
Conversely, given a class of Euler-Lagrange
m-vector fields {X L } for (J 1 E, Ω L ), then (26) defines a class of extended m-vector field operators {K} for (J 1 E, Ω L ), on S.
Let ∇ K be an extended connection operator associated with
(J 1 E, Ω L ). If there exist an Ehres- mann connection form ∇ L : J 1 E →π 1 * T * M ⊗ J 1 E TJ 1 E, and aπ 1 -transverse submanifold  S : S ֒→ J 1 E, such that (ε T * M ⊗ T FL) • ∇ L = S ∇ K (27) (whereε T * M :π 1 * T * M → (τ 1 • µ) * T * M is the natural identification), then ∇ L is an Euler- Lagrange connection for (J 1 E, Ω L ), on S.
Conversely, given an Euler-Lagrange connection
( Proof ) First, as a guideline for the proof, consider the following diagram (which, in general, is not commutative unless restricted to the appropriate submanifols):
Mπ
Comment: Observe that relations (25) , (26) and (27) arise because the commutativity of diagram (28) demands it.
As a straighforward consequence of this Theorem, and the Remark after Definition (7), we obtain: (25) , (26) and (27) hold for the extended field operators, then the following ones hold for their associated restricted field operators:
Then, assuming all these relations, we have: 
where f ∈ C ∞ (J 1 E) is a non-vanishing function. However, if we recall that ker T ϕ(x) FL are π 1 -vertical vectors, and then alsoπ 1 -vertical, from the above equality we can conclude that
The converse is proved by reversing this reasoning.
As ϕ are integral sections of semi-holonomic m-vector fields, they are holonomic sections necessarily.
Finally, the result for the extended field operators is a consequence of Proposition 1.
Remarks:
• If (J 1 E, Ω L ) is hyper-regular (recall that, in this case, FL is a diffeomorphism onto its image, and FL is a diffeomorphism), then S = J 1 E, and the correspondence between field operators and the corresponding Euler-Lagrange solutions of the Lagrangian field equations is one-to one.
If (J 1 E, Ω L ) is almost-regular, then not only one, but a family of Euler-Lagrange solutions of the Lagrangian field equations is associated with every field operator.
• In addition, if the integrability condition holds only in a submanifold I ֒→ S, Theorem 5 holds only on I.
Observe also that this Theorem establishes the property analogous to the first one given in Section 2.1 for the evolution operator K in mechanics.
The Hamiltonian equations
Now we will study the properties of the field operators in relation to the Hamiltonian equations (see the Section 2.4 for the necessary background).
The result (in mechanics) that we want to generalize is relation (4) (on a submanifold S ֒→ TQ). Thus, we have the following relation between the field operators and the solutions of the Lagrangian field equations (HDW jet fields, multivector fields and connections): 
then Ψ Ho is a Hamilton-De Donder-Weyl jet field for (J 1 * E, P, Ω 0 h ), on P = FL(S). Conversely, given a Hamilton-De Donder-Weyl jet field Ψ Ho for (J 1 * E, P, Ω 0 h ), on a submanifold P ֒→ P, then (29) 
then {X Ho } is a class of Hamilton-De Donder-Weyl m-vector fields for (J 1 * E, P, Ω 0 h ), on P = FL(S).
Conversely, if {X Ho } is a class of Hamilton-De Donder-Weyl m-vector fields for (J 1 * E, P, Ω 0 h ), on a submanifold P ֒→ P, then the above relation defines a class of m-vector fields {K} along FL, on every submanifold S ֒→ J 1 E such that FL(S) = P , which satisfy the structural and the field equation conditions of Definition 6, but not the semi-holonomy condition necessarily.
Let ∇ K be an extended connection operator associated with
Ehresmann connection form ∇ Ho : P →τ 1 * 0 T * M ⊗ P TP, and aπ 1 -transverse submanifold
. Conversely, given a Hamilton-De Donder-Weyl connection ∇ Ho for (J 1 * E, P, Ω 0 h ), on a submanifold P ֒→ P, then the above relation defines an Ehresmann connection form ∇ K along FL, on every submanifold S ֒→ J 1 E such that FL(S) = P , which satisfy the structural and the field equation conditions of Definition 6, but not the semi-holonomy condition necessarily.
is a hyper-regular Lagrangian system, and (J 1 * E, Ω h ) its associated Hamiltonian system, then the same results hold (with S = J 1 E). In the converse statements however, the jet field Y K , Ehresmann connection form ∇ K , and classes of m-vector fields {K} along FL also satisfy also the semiholonomy condition, and hence they are extended field operators for (J 1 E, Ω L ).
( Proof ) First we prove item 2. As a standpoint, consider the following diagram, (which, in general, is not commutative unless restricted to the appropriate submanifols) (see also diagram (14) ):
Then we have that
h ] where all the equalities hold on S. But, as FL 0 is a submersion, we obtain that
hence the field equation condition holds forK on S if, and only if, the Hamiltonian field equation holds for X Ho on P .
The proof of items 1 and 3 follow the same pattern as the proof of items 2 and 3 of Theorem 4.
For hyper-regular systems, the proof of these properties is the same, but taking into acount that now P = J 1 * E, FL 0 = FL, and h = 0 •h. In addition, the classes of HDW m-vector fields, HDW jet fields, and HDW connections are defined everywhere in J 1 * E. Thus, the only addendum is to prove that, if X H is a Hamilton-De Donder-Weyl m-vector field for (J 1 * E, Ω h ), then its associated m-vector field along FL,K, is semi-holonomic. As X H ∈ X M (J 1 * E), by definition σ J 1 * E • X H = Id J 1 * E , then, recalling the definition of the map̺ E : Λ m TMπ → J 1 E (see (17) ), and taking into account that FL is a diffeomorphism, we have that
which is the condition forK (and hence for Y K and ∇ K ) to be semi-holonomic. That is, we have the following diagram Comment: Observe that relations (29) , (30) and (31) arise because the commutativity of diagram (32) demands it.
As a straighforward consequence of this Theorem, and the Remark after Definition (7), we obtain:
Corollary 2 If the relations (29) , (30) and (31) Then assuming all these relations, we have: 
Conclusions and outlook
The generalization of the so-called evolution operator of the autonomous mechanical systems to field theories is achieved. Our geometric framework is the multisymplectic jet bundle description of these theories.
First, the geometric characteristics of multivector fields, jet fields and connection forms along maps are stated (in the jet bundle context which is of interest to us) as a generalization of the corresponding ones for multivector fields, jet fields and connection forms in jet bundles. In particular, the existence of one-to-one correspondences between (a)the sets of equivalence classes of non-vanishing, locally decomposable and transverse m-vector fields along the (extended) Legendre map, and (b)the sets of orientable jet fields and orientable connection forms along this map, is proved and used for establishing some geometrical characteristics of these objects.
In this way, the extended field operators are defined as sections along the extended Legendre map in three equivalent ways: as non-vanishing, locally-decomposable and transverse m-vector fields; as orientable jet fields; and as orientable connection forms along this map; all of them satisfying the conditions of being both semi-holonomic and a solution of a suitable field equation, which involves the multisymplectic canonical structure of the extended multimomentum bundle of the theory. The existence of these field operators is proved and, as a relevant difference to mechanics, we also see that they are not uniquely determined (and these results do not depend on the regularity of the system). This is not a surprising fact, since solutions of field equations are not unique, even for regular field theories.
Furthermore, the so-called restricted field operators are also defined starting from the extended ones. So they are non-vanishing, locally-decomposable and transverse m-vector fields, orientable jet fields, or orientable connection forms along the restricted Legendre map FL.
As the first properties of the field operators, we show how solutions of the Euler-Lagrange and Hamiltonian field equations (jet fields, multivector fields and connections) can be generated from these field operators; and conversely, starting from these solutions the field operators can be recovered. In particular, we prove that the integral sections of the field operators are the section solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations, whereas their images by the Legendre map are the integral sections of the Hamilton-De Donder-Weyl equations. Furthermore, it is showed that these integral sections of the Hamilton-De Donder-Weyl equations can be characterized using only the field operators. Of course, all these relations hold on the submanifolds where solutions of field equations exist. All these results establish the relationship between the solutions of field equations in the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms for (singular) field theories.
In this way, the field operators are very efficient tools to unify the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms.
It is interesting to point out that our field operators are covariant objects, and hence they are not "evolution operators" in any sense. In order to define these evolution operators a previous space-time decomposition must be carried out on the base manifold M of the theory.
In further research works these field operators will be used for carrying out a deeper analysis of properties of these theories, in the same way as the evolution operator is used in mechanics. For instance, either to set the complete relation between the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian constraint algorithms arising for almost-regular field theories, or to study the existence and characterization of symmetries.
